
 

  
Abstract—Today, the need for water sources is swiftly increasing 

due to population growth. At the same time, it is known that some 
regions will face with shortage of water and drought because of the 
global warming and climate change. In this context, evaluation and 
analysis of hydrological data such as the observed trends, drought 
and flood prediction of short term flow has great deal of importance. 
The most accurate selection probability distribution is important to 
describe the low flow statistics for the studies related to drought 
analysis. As in many basins In Turkey, Gediz River basin will be 
affected enough by the drought and will decrease the amount of used 
water. The aim of this study is to derive appropriate probability 
distributions for frequency analysis of annual minimum flows at 6 
gauging stations of the Gediz Basin. After applying 10 different 
probability distributions, six different parameter estimation methods 
and 3 fitness test, the Pearson 3 distribution and general extreme 
values distributions were found to give optimal results. 

 
Keywords—Gediz Basin, goodness-of-fit tests, Minimum flows, 

probability distribution. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ODAY, global climate change and drought are the most 
important problems that directly affect human life. At the 

same time, global climate change has already had impacts on 
the environment. Because of these impacts, glaciers have 
shrunk, ice on rivers and dams is breaking up earlier, plant and 
animal ranges have shifted and trees are flowering sooner. 
Effects of global climate change are now occurring: loss of sea 
ice, accelerated sea level rise and longer, more intense heat 
waves. According to many scientists, global temperatures will 
continue to rise for decades to come, largely due to 
greenhouse gasses produced by human activities. The degree 
of climate change impacts on individual regions will vary over 
time and with the ability of different societal and 
environmental systems to reduce or adapt to change.  

So, climate change is the biggest environmental and 
humanitarian crisis of current time. The atmosphere of earth is 
overloaded with heat-trapping carbon dioxide, which threatens 
large-scale disruptions in climate with disastrous 
consequences. Clean and enough water supplies the 
foundation for prosperous populations. Human relies on clean 
water to survive, yet right now we are heading towards a water 
crisis. Changing climate patterns are threatening lakes and 
rivers, and key sources that we tap for drinking water are 
being overdrawn or tainted with pollution [1]. 
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The greenhouse gas increases caused by climate change, 
compared with the potential to see a change very slowly in 
geomorphology of the basin. Therefore, the hydrologic regime 
changes in the basin not being regulated climatic conditions 
often reflect changes. At the same time, temperature and 
rainfall are important hydrological parameters which are used 
in determining climate change Climate changes such as the 
precipitation, evaporation and temperature are directly related 
with amount of water during the human activities. Climate 
includes an average of weather conditions, extreme values and 
all the statistical difference for many years observed in 
anywhere in earth. Therefore, knowing the climate changes 
that may occur in the future is very important for planning for 
extreme values likely to happen by making the necessary 
measures and constitutes [2]-[4]. 

Drought is an expanded period when a region notes a 
deficiency in its water supply whether surface or underground 
water. In other words, drought can be defined as a 
hydrological affecting the natural resources negatively, 
occurring the precipitation decreased to the normal limits. 
Effective use of water is one of the measures to reduce the 
impact of drought. Effective usage of the water is possible not 
only by taking under control consumption but also by planning 
to use of current water resources. Therefore, evaluation and 
analyze of the flows in watery and drought terms shortly 
hydrologic data, have a great deal of importance in estimation 
ecology of droughts in flowing waters is not certain known 
because of much of the available information being gathered 
opportunistically. Applications on intermittent and arid-zone 
streams have provided most of the information for 
determining system of droughts in flows. There can be 
Drought in streams in which water inflow, stream flow and 
water availability decrease remarkable low levels for extended 
periods of time. Droughts can either be periodic, seasonal or 
supra-seasonal events. The types of disturbance for seasonal 
droughts are presses and for supra-seasonal droughts, ramps. 
In droughts, hydrological connectivity is disrupted. Such 
disruption ranges from flow reduction to complete loss of 
surface water and connectivity. The longitudinal patterns 
along streams as to where flow ceases and drying up occurs 
differ between streams. Three patterns are outlined: 
‘downstream drying’, ‘headwater drying’ and ‘mid-reach 
drying’. Drought affects both direct and indirect stream 
ecosystems. Marked direct effects include loss of water, loss 
of habitat for aquatic organisms and loss of stream 
connectivity. Indirect effects include the deterioration of water 
quality, alteration of food resources, and changes in the 
strength and structure of interspecific interactions. Droughts 
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affect on the densities and size- or age-structure of 
populations, on community composition and diversity, and on 
ecosystem processes [5], [6]. 

Perturbations in ecosystems consist of two sequential 
events: (1) The disturbance when the disrupting forces are 
applied, and (2) The responses by the affected biota to the 
disturbing forces.  

The methodology of a drought can not be certain defined in 
freshwater ecology. This situation is common, because outside 
ecology many types of droughts have been recognised: 
Hydrological, agricultural, meteorological and economic. 
Droughts in streams disrupt hydrological connectivity. 
Conversely, floods amplify hydrological connectivity. With 
the onset of drought, falling water levels reduce the amount of 
habitat available for most aquatic biota, exposing the marginal 
areas, breaking surface water contact between the stream and 
its riparian zone, and reducing the hydraulic heterogeneity of 
flow. With falling water levels, lentic habitats may increase in 
extent and new types of habitats may be created, that favour 
some species, both residents and invaders [7].  

The term “minimum flow” can be defined as the lowest 
continuous flow the pump was permitted to operate, without 
reference to duration, vibration level or other criteria. Today, 
minimum flow values are used for continuous operation, for 
intermittent operation and permissible temperature rise [8]. 

Flows in a stream are a “zero sum game” – here is a finite 
amount of water available at any given moment, and if it is 
being used for one thing; it cannot be used for another. Native 
streamside vegetation in the riparian zone must have a natural 
flow in order to survive and reproduce. The plants, fish, and 
wildlife in any given river have evolved to adapt to that river’s 
unique rhythms. Altering natural flow can harm these species. 
By setting different minimum stream flow values for different 
seasons (e.g., highest in the spring during runoff), we attempt 
to approximate natural flow cycles [9]. 

Estimating the future values of flows are necessary for the 
assessment of design criterion in the planning of the water 
structures. Successful planning and management of water 
resources depend on the conditions of the identification of 
suitable generation models for future stream flows. Especially, 
missing data filling or extension of available data can be 
achieved through the synthetic stream flow generation 
procedures. [10]. 

Probability distributions are performed to find out a random 
variable of a certain size for determining the more suitable 
probability distributions. At the same time, likelihood of 
future events that may occur during a specific iteration to 
determines the size of a hydrological event. Probability 
distribution model is determined by the observed frequency of 
the data from the analysis of the histogram of the frequency 
distribution. The most suitable one of the distribution is very 
significant because of the selected project in constructing 
hydraulic structure elements like the height of the river 
terraces that can be improved, getting dimension of some of 
the parts of highway bridges, making the projects of sluice and 
the channel has an important effect in the aspect of either cost 
or life security [11]. 

The purpose of the study is to determine the best fit 
probability distribution of annual minimum flows of streams 
in Gediz basin. Log Normal-2, Gumbel, Pearson 3, Log-
Pearson 3, Log-Boughton, Log-Logistic, General Extreme 
values, Wakeby, Pareto and Weibull distributions were 
applied to minimum values of streams. Moments, Maximum 
likelihood, Probability weighted moments, Maximum entropy, 
Mixed moments, and Individual probability weighted 
moments methods were used for estimating parameters of the 
probability distribution. At the end of study, classical khi-
square, Kolmogorov-Smirrnov, Anderson and Cramer-von-
Misses Appropriateness tests are used as goodness-of-fit 
tests).  

II. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 
Gediz Streams is in the Gediz Basin which is located in the 

part of the Aegean region and the Mediterranean rainfall 
regimes. Gediz River flows from east to west into the Aegean 
See just north of Izmir. Gediz River flows from the northeast 
mountain area to the Aegean See. On the way three more river 
streams join the Gediz River. From the southeast Alasehir 
River flows in, from the northern main valley Gordes River is 
joining and Kumçay River is joining from the Northwest. 
Water supply from the river network to the irrigation schemes 
is through cement canals. Gediz Basin has hot dry summers 
and cool winters. The average annual rainfall amount is some 
500 to 530 mm, but extremes of 300 mm and 850 mm also 
occur. Precipitation is concentrated in the winter period. 
Precipitation in the basin ranges from over 1 000 mm per year 
in the mountains to 500 mm per year near the Aegean coast. In 
the mountains the precipitation mainly falls in forms of snow 
[12], [13]. 

In this study, records of 6 gauging stations (509, 510, 514, 
515, 518, 523) of the Gediz Basinwere used for analysis.  

A. Probability Distribution Model 
A probability distribution assigns a probability to each 

measurable sub set of the possible outcomes of a random 
experiment, survey, or procedure of statistical inference. 
Examples are found in experiments whose sample space is 
non-numerical, where the distribution would be a categorical 
distribution; experiments whose sample space is encoded by 
discrete random variables, where the distribution can be 
specified by a probability mass function; and experiments with 
sample spaces encoded by continuous random variables, 
where the distribution can be specified by a probability density 
function. More complex experiments, such as those involving 
stochastic processes defined in continuous time, may demand 
the use of more general probability measures. 

The flow value that a random variable x gets in an 
observation is a random hydrological event. An estimation can 
be done about what frequency the event can be seen even the 
value of the variable. This is possible by showing theoretical 
equation model of the random variable.  

This model of flow peak series is stated with the equation 
below [14]. 
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                 (1) 
 
T is the annual overflow peak flow in Q+ above. Return 

period T(year) is used more than exceed probability and 
expressed as: 

 
1/    1 1/    (2) 

 
It is needed to distinguish between discrete and continuous 

random variables to define probability distributions for the 
simplest cases. In the discrete case, one can easily assign a 
probability to each possible value: If the random variable is 
real-valued (or more generally, if a total order is defined for its 
possible values), the cumulative distribution function (CDF) 
gives the probability that the random variable is no larger than 
a given value; in the real-valued case, the CDF is the integral 
of the probability density function (pdf) provided that this 
function exists. 

Frequency analysis is based on Probability Distribution 
Model. This analysis involves using observed annual flow 
discharge data to estimate statistical information such as mean 
values, standard deviations, skewness, and recurrence 
intervals. These statistical data are then used to construct 
frequency distributions, which are graphs and tables that tell 
the likelihood of various discharges as a function of recurrence 
interval or exceedance probability. Frequency distributions 
can take on many forms according to the equations used to 
carry out the statistical analyses [11].  

B. Log-Normal 2 Distribution 
N, a log-normal distribution X, the parameters denoted μ 

and σ are, respectively, the mean and standard deviation of the 
variable’s natural logarithm (by definition, the variable’s 
logarithm is normally distributed), which means: 

 
                        (3) 

              
with Z a standard normal variable. 

In contrast, the mean, standard deviation, and variance of 
the non-logarithmized sample values are respectively denoted 
m, s.d., and v in this article. The two sets of parameters can be 
related as (see also arithmetic moments below)[3]. 

 

µ ln
√

 ,    1                    (4) 
 
The probability density function of a log-normal 

distribution is:  
 

 ; ,
√

e
µ

   ,   x > 0                  (5) 
 
This follows by applying the change-of-variables rule on 

the density function of a normal distribution. The cumulative 
distribution function is: 

  
; , 1     

√
 φ           (6) 

 

where erfc is the complementary error function, and Φ is the 
cumulative distribution function of the standard normal 
distribution [15]. 

C. Gumbel Distribution 
This distribution is used for modelling the distribution of 

the maximum (or the minimum) of a number of samples of 
various distributions. Such a distribution might be used to 
represent the distribution of the maximum level of a river in a 
particular year if there was a list of maximum values for the 
past ten years. It is useful in predicting the chance that an 
extreme earthquake, flood or other natural disaster will occur. 
The potential applicability of the Gumbel distribution to 
represent the distribution of maxima relates to extreme value 
theory which indicates that it is likely to be useful if the 
distribution of the underlying sample data is of the normal or 
exponential type [16]. 

The standard Gumbel distribution is the case where µ=0and 
β=1 with cumulative distribution function: 

 
                            (7) 

 
and probability density function 

 
                          (8) 

 
In this case the mode is 0, the median is ln(ln(2)) ≈ 0.3665  

the mean is, γ and the standard deviation is ∏√6≈ 1.2825 is 
quantile function and generating Gumbel variates since the 
quantile function (inverse cumulative distribution unction), 
Q(p) of a Gumbel distribution is given by 

 
    ln ln                           (9) 

 
The variate Q(u) has a Gumbel distribution with parameters 

µand β when the random variate U is drawn from the uniform 
distribution on the interval (0,1) 

D. Pearson 3 Distribution 
The Pearson system is originally devised in an effort to 

model visibly skewed observations. It is well known at the 
time how to adjust a theoretical model to fit the first two 
cumulant so moments of observed data: Any probability 
distribution can be extended straightforwardly to form a 
location-scale family. However, it is not known how to 
construct probability distributions in which the skewness 
(standardized third cumulant) and kurtosis (standardized 
fourth cumulant) could be adjusted equally freely. This need 
become apparent when trying to fit known theoretical models 
to observed data that exhibited skewness. Pearson's examples 
include survival data, which are usually asymmetric [17]. 

Functions of distributions are: 
 

     1            (10) 
 

 1,             (11) 
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                  (12) 

E. Log-Pearson 3 Distribution 
The Pearson Type III, or Gamma, distribution is used to 

calculate the frequency of maxima events when the 
distribution of all events (both big and small) is log-normally 
distributed. Events will be log-normally distributed when they 
are the product of a large number of independent random 
variables. In hydrologic applications, the log-normal 
distribution has been found to reasonably describe such 
variables as the depth of precipitation of individual storms and 
annual peak discharges [18]. 

The probability density function using the shape-scale 
parametrization is, 

 

 ; ;    for x 0   , 0      (13) 
 
The cumulative distribution function is the regularized 

gamma function: 
 

 ; ;  f ; ;  
 ,   

   
      (14) 

F. Log-Boughton Distribution 
If ln{ln[r/(r - 1)]} is symbolized by B, the log-Boughton 

(LB) distribution is  based on the relationship:  
 

      40                                      (15) 
 

where Kb is the frequency factor of the LB distribution; and A 
and C are its  parameters. Those parameters are computed by 
an empirical method "to minimize the mean square error of 
C". This distribution does not have a clear-cut analytical 
probability density function. It was alleged to be at least as 
good as the popular flood frequency analysis models. The 
methods of ML and PWM are not so far applicable to this 
distribution [19]. 

G. Log-Logistic Distribution 
The log-logistic distribution is the probability distribution 

of a random variable whose logarithm has a logistic 
distribution. It is similar in shape to the log-normal 
distribution but has heavier tails. Its cumulative distribution 
function can be written in closed form, unlike that of the log-
normal [20].The cumulative distribution function, 

 
 ; ;             (16) 

 
The probability density function is, 
 

 ; ;  
             (17) 

H. General Extreme Value Distribution (GEV) 
This distribution is a family of continuous probability 

distributions developed within theory to combine the Gumbel, 
Fréchet and Weibull families also known as type I, II and III 

extreme value distributions. By the extreme value theorem the 
GEV distribution is the only possible limit distribution of 
properly normalized maxima of a sequence of independent 
and identically distributed random variables. Note that a limit 
distribution need not exist: this requires regularity conditions 
on the tail of the distribution. Despite this, the GEV 
distribution is often used as an approximation to model the 
maxima of long (finite) sequences of random variables [21]. 

I. Wakeby Distribution 
The Wakeby distribution is defined by the transformation, 
 

 1 1 1 1     (18) 
 

where U is a standard uniform random variable. That is, the 
above equation defines the percent point function for the 
Wakeby distribution. 

The parameters β, γ and δ are shape parameters. The 
parameter β is a location parameter and the parameter α is a 
scale parameter [22]. 

J.  Pareto Distribution 
The Pareto distribution is a skewed, heavy-tailed 

distribution that is sometimes used to model the distribution of 
incomes. From the definition, the cumulative distribution 
function of a Pareto random variable with parameters α and xm 
is: 

 

  1  /  ,      
o                   ,                (19) 

 
 μ ln                                           (20) 

 
When plotted on linear axes, the distribution assumes the 

familiar J-shaped curve which approaches each of the 
orthogonal axes asymptotically. All segments of the curve are 
self-similar (subject to appropriate scaling factors). When 
plotted in a log-log plot, the distribution is represented by a 
straight line. 

It follows (by differentiation) that the probability density 
function is [23]: 

 

  
           
              

        (21) 

K. Weibull Distribution 
The Weibull distribution is a continuous probability 

distribution. The probability density function of a Weibull 
random variabilities: 

 

 ;  ; k   
  

 
     ,   0

   o                                   ,
    (22) 

 
where k > 0 is the shape parameter and λ > 0 is the scale 
parameter of the distribution. Its complementary cumulative 
distribution function is a stretched exponential function. The 
Weibull distribution is related to a number of other probability 
distributions; in particular, it interpolates between the 
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exponential distribution, (k = 1) and the Rayleigh distribution 
(k = 2). The cumulative distribution function for the Weibull 
distribution is [24]: 

 

 ;  ; 1              (23) 

L. Parameter Estimation Methods  
The most important characteristic needed in parameter 

estimations is neutrality. However it is recommended to use 
the least variance sample. In this study moments, maximum 
likelihood, probability weighted moments, probability 
weighted moments, maximum entropy, mixed moments, 
maximum entropy, and individual probability weighted 
moments methods are applied respectively. For more 
information about methodology of method, it can be looked: 
[8], [9], [25]-[30]. 

M. Goodness of Fit Tests 
Measures of goodness of fit typically summarize the 

discrepancy between observed values and the values expected 
under the model in question. Measures can be used in 
statistical hypothesis testing to test for normality of residuals, 
to test whether two samples are drawn from identical 
distributions. There are of a lot of goodness of fit tests in 
literature. It is a quick and reliable way of controlling the 
situation whether an original data set is suitable to a given 
theoretical probability distribution or not. Also it is a simple 
way to graphic comparison of cumulative observation based 
distribution to cumulative intensity function of proposed 
theoretical distribution. If the distributions were fitted 
according to at least two tests, that distribution was accepted. 
In this study, Kolmognov – Simirrnov, Chi-square and 
Cramer-von-Misses test were used to find out the best fitting 
distribution to data. Methodology of this test can be looked: 
[2], [12], [29], [30]. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Probability distribution models, according to a selected 

period that may repeat itself in order to calculate probability 
distribution of each model requires certain statistical 
parameters. In the study of distributions of 2, 5, 10, 25, 50,100 
and 1000 years were estimated by using a packed software 
program (made by Haktanır) [19].  

Each year the total currents measured at a station Csx 
values was greater than zero (between 0.12 to 1.33). That was 
skewed to the right shows a distribution function. Skewness 
and coefficients of variation were different from each other. 
This situation is explained as differences of the physical 
characteristics of watersheds, stream bed characteristics and 
climate factors. 

As a result of the analysis, the probability distribution of the 
different models, different current values were calculated for 
the same duration of relapse and recurrence times higher than 
for these differences. In general, less than 50 years while the 
small differences between replicates flows, these differences 
increased as the duration of relapse. This is less than 100 years 
in obtaining replications currents into account of the 

distributions are used. The highest current values of more than 
100 years often Pearson 3 and General Extreme Value while 
the lowest values of the log logistic distribution. It can be said 
that this situation is due to Probability distribution models 
having different forms of distribution (Table I). 

 
TABLE I 

FITTEST DISTRIBUTIONS AS TO GOODNESS OF FIT TESTS 
Station Number χ2 K-S CvM 

509 GEV V Pearson 3 GEV 
510 Pearson 3 Pearson 3 Pearson 3 
514 GEV Log-Pearson 3 Pearson 3 
515 Pearson 3 GEV Pearson 3 
518 Pearson 3 GEV Pearson3 
523 Pearson 3 Pearson3 Log-Pearson 3 

 
Pearson 3and GEV were suitable for all stations, Weilbull 

and Wakeby distributions were less successful than other 
distributions. Pareto distribution was all bad fit for all basin. 
Moments method gave the suitable results for all series. 
Maximum likelihood method has given the most suitable 
result especially for the Log Normal, Pearson, 3 and Gumbel 
distributions have superiorite on Log-Logistic and Log- 
Pearson 3. Probability weighted moments method was good at 
Pearson 3 and GEV. Maximum entropy method, Mixed 
moments method and Individual probability weighted 
moments method ere more powerless than the others (Table 
II). 

 
TABLE II 

EVALUATION OF DISTRIBUTIONS AS TO GOODNESS OF FITS 
Distrubiton χ2 test K-S test CvM 

Log-Normal 2 1 2 2 
Gumbel - 2 1 
Pareto - - - 

Log-Logistic 3 1 2 
Pearson 3 6 6 6 

Log-Pearson 3 2 3 3 
Log-Boughton - 2 2 

Wakeby - 2 1 
GEV 6 6 6 

Weilbull 1 2 1 

IV. CONCLUSION 
The best selection probability distribution is important to 

describe the low flow statistics for the studies related to 
drought analysis. In this study, the most suitable probability 
distribution model for the minimum annual flows of Gediz 
basin was determined by using the observations, a range of 
repeats itself with the amount of current. Pearson 3 
distribution distribution became first 74% and second 16% 
among all distributions. GEV was first 40% and second 55%. 
At the same time, normal distribution, except instead of two 
parameters, standard deviation and mean, it also has skew. 
When the skew is small, Pearson III distribution approximates 
normal values. Maximum Likelihood parameter estimating 
method gave the most suitable results among other. 
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The Pearson 3 and GEV distributions show us, the likely 
values of discharges to expect in the stream at various 
recurrence intervals based on the available record. This point 
is important for designing structures in or near the stream that 
can be affected by floods or drought and also to protect against 
the largest expected event. For this reason, it is customary to 
perform the frequency analysis using the instantaneous 
minimum flow data. Thus, these results Pearson 3and GEV 
can be suggested for the project and planning of hydraulic 
structures will be built in this basin. 
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